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BelCel is the first cellular operator in Republic Belarus, started 
commercial operation of NMT-450 analogue network in 1993 as JV with 
Cable&Wireless

Transitioned to digital CDMA450 technology and commercially launched 
its CDMA450 network in February 2003 under DIALLOG brand, becoming 
the third CDMA network in the world using 450MHz frequency band

The project is EBITDA positive in 1.5 years since launch (from August 
2004)

100 000 subscribers and 80% urban population of Belarus covered today
BelCel operates a full-mobility network in Republic Belarus with a 

mandatory requirement from the Belarussian regulator to offer wireless 
services at comparable to wireline tariffs in remote rural areas

After BelCel project successfully established, international expansion was 
envisaged to capitalize on the unique experience in efficient building and 
operating CDMA450 services and networks
Pakistan was the beneficent expansion target, provided spectrum

availability, low penetration, English language environment and quality 
local personnel

Our Background
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The Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act was promulgated
in 1996 establishing Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (“PTA”) to 
regulate the telecom industry, responsible for promoting rapid 
modernization of telecommunication systems and services
De-Regulation Policy for the Telecommunication Sector was issued in
July 2003 by the Ministry of Information Technology and Telecoms, 
Government of Pakistan, and handed over to the PTA for implementation

Following auctioning of two cellular mobile GSM licenses, four additional 
frequency spectrums were auctioned in August 2004 for WLL services: 

450 MHz (5MHz) 479 MHz (5MHz)
1900 MHz (3x5MHz) 3.5 GHz 

Licenses are technology-neutral but CDMA technology was outlined in the 
Information Memorandum circulated by the PTA as “proposed 

technology”
CDMA WLL Limited Mobility licenses were awarded by the PTA to 

multiple operators in the 14 telecommunication regions of Pakistan

Telecom De-Regulation in 
Pakistan
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Objectives
Increasing Teledensity
Availability of telecommunications at affordable prices
Faster penetration, cost effective & expeditious network deployments 

Advantages
Low license/spectrum fee
High penetration and substantial subscriber growth in a very short time

Associated Limitations
Restrictions on mobility in various forms (FWTs, No Handoffs, Local Call 
Charging Areas, Maximum distance allowed)
Restrictions on Roaming 
Universal Service Obligations require geographic coverage of voice and data
especially in rural and sparsely populated areas 

Two modalities of Wireless Local Loop
Fixed Wireless Access Use of FWTs mandated, No mobility allowed
Limited Mobility No restrictions on terminal type, Mobility allowed within a
limited area, modality choice in the Policy in Pakistan

Why Wireless Local Loop?
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Few Facts on CDMA450:
CDMA450 is not a synonym for CDMA WLL
It is simply CDMA2000 in 450 MHz band
It is not a solution for rural areas only
Full-mobility CDMA450 networks are in commercial operations both 

in urban and rural morphologies

While 1900MHz spectrum is ineffective in rural scenario, the 450MHz 
spectrum is equally effective in both urban and rural scenarios, provided
enough spectrum capacity is made available to the operator

450MHz vs 1900MHz for WLL
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Coverage and Area 
Comparison

Belarus:
Population – 10 mln
Area – 207600 sq. km
Fixed penetration – 32%

Licensed regions of 
Pakistan:
Population – 41 mln
Area – 45665 sq. km
Fixed penetration – <6%

28% of population of Pakistan (1998 census)
5 times higher population density than country average
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CDMA450 frequency carrier plan for 452.5–457.475/462.5–467.475 MHz 
(Block A, reverse link shown):

Per-Carrier Spectrum 
Allocation

CH 207 CH 268

0.500 0.1750.275 0.2751.25

CH 146452.500 457.475

1.25

CH 210 CH 260

0.850 0.3751.251.25

452.500 457.475CH 160

Spectrum allocation in Belarus
(all three 1.25MHz carriers to single operator)

Spectrum allocation in Pakistan 
(carriers split between 2-3 different operators, 2+1 or 1+1+1)
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450MHz Licensed Players

Great Bear

PTCLDVCom

Telecard

Green = two 1.25MHz carriers, Red = one 1.25MHz carrier
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Spectrum allocation on a per CDMA carrier basis combined with regional 
licensing is a very BAD idea
Same carriers used by different operators at the overlapping boundary 
coverage regions will create substantial interference to both systems
Service offerings drive the requirements for more spectrum
At least 5 MHz allocation will address the growing capacity needs as well 

as provide for a separate carrier for high-speed data applications (EV-DO)

Region Based Spectrum 
Allocations
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The Policy stipulates certain mobility limitations for CDMA WLL operators 
Wording of the Policy clause allows alternative reading:

“Limited mobility within a cell, but not beyond local call charging 
radius. 

No inter-cell handovers and roaming to other networks 
will be allowed.”

Local call charging radius = 25 km, definition exists in PTCL but may 
change

Definition of cell = Base Station or Sector?
No (1) inter-cell handovers and (2) roaming to other networks is allowed 

or
No inter-cell handovers and roaming to other networks is allowed?

Two distinctive concerns associated with this Policy regulation that cause 
implementation hassles to the PTA and need to be addressed 

individually:
Potential Physical Movement of the Terminal
Unique Association of a Terminal to a Single Cell 

Restrictions over WLL in 
Pakistan
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Soft Handoffs
Handoffs are not limited to moving terminals only
Handoffs are inherent to CDMA technology 
Restrictions on handoffs will cause interference and result in call drops, 

call setup failures, degraded voice quality, reduced network capacity, 
coverage holes and system outages

Unique association of a terminal to a cell is against fundamentals of 
CDMA

Restriction considerations

No
Soft Handoff

Soft Handoff

Softer Handoff

Three Way
Soft-Softer

Handoff

Three Way
Soft Handoff
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Cell Breathing
Individual CDMA cells vary in size according to the loading on the network
Phones located at the boundary of two cells with no handoffs will 

experience a continuous disruption in service due to cell breathing

Restriction considerations

New Coverage

BTS Location

Original Coverage

Low Traffic
Low/Medium Traffic
Medium/High Traffic
High Traffic
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Vertical Demand
Subscribers located in multi-story buildings receive signals from multiple 

cells
Unrealistic and impractical to identify and associate a unique cell to every 
individual subscriber within the location of building
A subscriber terminal receives signals from different/multiple base 

stations at the same time depending on its vertical location

Restriction considerations
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Not only industrial interference, but multiple unauthorized users
Spectrum was not adequately cleared before auction
FAB (Frequency Allocation Board), subordinated to PTA, does not yet 

have enforcement mechanism in place to remove identified unauthorized
users: Pak Telecom, Pakistan International Airlines, Pakistan TV, Utility 
Companies….

Numerous Cable Operators create additional interference due to the 
leakages in their transmission system
Numerous sporadic usage from wireless radio systems 

Interference in 450MHz Spectrum
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The PTA is still hesitating to approve use of R-UIM for WLL network logistics, 
despite that is not restricted in the Policy in any fashion

R-UIM cannot be used to facilitate mobility in breach of Policy conditions 
R-UIM does not necessarily mean roaming and similarly roaming can be

offered without having to have the R-UIM
Just a storage for the same sensitive subscriber identity data, which can have two 
alternative locations – in a terminal or in a R-UIM card

Allows the operator to concentrate on its core business (quality service provision) 
while allowing private entrepreneurs to participate in terminal transactions and 
facilitating local manufacturers
Easy logistics and handling of warranty cases
Increased security, prevention of terminal cloning and fraud
Easy replacement and upgrade of terminals
Security for subscribers personal information (phonebook)
Adopted by majority of CDMA operators worldwide as the industry standard

Usage of R-UIM cards for WLL
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Numbering plan is governed by Numbering Plan Regulations issued by 
PTA 
National Destination Code is not provided for WLL operators
WLL operators are allocated numbering on local level, the same as 
PSTN

In view of supposed terminal-to-cell association in WLL scenario, 
additional restriction was invented – numbering is further brought down 
to per-Base Station level (example – 2000-3000 numbers allocated per 
each BTS site)
Misconception of BTS as a local exchange, not just a part of distribution 
system (similar to copper or fiber) to deliver signal/service to the 
subscriber
Exact subscriber capacity of BTS and actual numbering requirements 
cannot be practically predicted
Causes substantial logistics complication to the operator, without any 
real benefit to the regulatory compliance

Numbering plan allocations
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Consideration of the Policy Makers (Ministry of Information Technology and 
Telecoms):

Desire to discourage competition against full-mobility operators who 
typically pay higher licensing/spectrum fees

�
Types of Wireless Licenses

� Cellular Full Mobility “Nation-wide” Licenses
� WLL Limited Mobility “Regional” Licenses

Spectrum Fee
� Cellular Full Mobility (GSM): US $291 million each for 13.6 MHz spectrum
� WLL Limited Mobility: US $241 million total for 20 MHz spectrum

This modus operandi defines the spectrum cost basis ($/MHz) by which all wireless
operators must be governed by
Dilemma of Pakistan:

In some metro regions (Karachi, Islamabad, etc) WLL operators have paid as 
much as 2.5 times more than the cellular operators!!

To allow for an even playing field, the same policy regulations should be
extended to all wireless operators who pay the same licensing/spectrum fee

Wireless Local Loop vs
Mobile
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Telecom Policy should recognize the CDMA technology limitations and 
ensure investor protection, delivering operable spectrum to prospective 
operators:

Do NOT
Impose regulatory restrictions that degrade QoS
Restrict Handoffs in the network
Mandate pre-defined unique subscriber-to-cell association
Allocate spectrum on a per CDMA carrier (1.25 MHz) basis
Allocate same frequency carriers to different operators in adjacent 
regions of the country
Allocate numbering plan on per cell basis

Do
Allow an even playing field by extending same policy regulations to 

all wireless operators who pay the same licensing/spectrum fee per 
MHz

Assign at least a 5 MHz block of spectrum to an operator
Clear the spectrum and perform monitoring before allocating 

spectrum
Define limited mobility within a geographical region boundaries if 

From Operator to the Policy 
Makers
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State of telecommunications in villages (less than 5000 population):
Villages Without Telecom Rural Teledensity

Punjab             - 25875 16584 0.90
Sindh - 5871 2650 0.35
NWFP/FATA - 9933 7200 1.19
Balochistan - 6557 4931 0.46
Federal Area - 132 - -
Total - 48368 31365 0.77%

Growth in GSM subscribers is achieved through churn, does not always 
actually mean adequate growth in teledensity
GSM signal is still not available outside cities and selected highways

Telecom Market of Pakistan
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Telecom Market of Pakistan
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